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Top 5 Tips When Considering VMware’s
Virtual SAN Storage Solution
#1

Start by defining your broad
storage vision

#2

To know whether Virtual SAN
is right for you, look beyond
simple benchmarks

#3
Virtual SAN is often a
complement to your existing
storage arrays

#4
Your choice of hardware impacts
Virtual SAN performance

#5
When assessing Virtual SAN,
be sure to compare apples
with apples

Turning the promise of cloud into positive IT outcomes
VMware’s Virtual SAN ™ storage solution lets you define storage provisioning for any
virtual machine with just a couple of clicks. Designed for vSphere environments, Virtual
SAN clusters server disks and flash memory into a single, virtual data store, creating
radically simple, high performance, and resilient shared storage. Beyond offering better
performance with increased flexibility, Virtual SAN can reduce storage TCO by up to 50%.
If you’re thinking that a software-defined storage tier might be right for your organization,
here are 5 key points to consider—that can help you maximize Virtual SAN’s impact on your
storage portfolio.

#1. Start by defining your broad storage vision
Maybe you’re coming up against a lease buyout, a storage refresh, or a storage capacity
threshold—whatever the precipitating event, you’re ready to think about new approaches
to storage. Virtual SAN is an exciting new technology that has a lot of momentum. But
to make the most of it, take this as an opportunity to think a little longer term. What do
you expect your storage needs to be 36 months from now? How is your organization
approaching virtualization more broadly? Is it important to you to provide varying levels
of performance and availability keyed to your infrastructure with little to no administrative
overhead? Beginning your storage upgrade with questions like these can help you really
exploit the power of Virtual SAN to meet—and even exceed—your long term goals.

#2. To know whether Virtual SAN is right for you, look beyond
simple benchmarks

When considering a Virtual SAN solution, it’s tempting to want it to meet only a simple
benchmark number—a minimum of 50,000 IOPS, for example. But the performance you
can expect will very much depend on your specific use case. With VMware Horizon™
View, for example, you need to ask: How many uses will I have? Are they persistent or
non-persistent? Will the storage be full-cloned or linked-cloned? Do I have boot storms
at specific times? Is my system geographically dispersed? All of these can impact storage
performance, whether virtualized or not, making it misleading to use any one number to
compare against your current solution.
Instead, look at your overall ecosystem. Virtual SAN sits at the top of the software stack for
storage and is part of your wider networking and virtualization environment, as well as your
application ecosystem. Seeing Virtual SAN from this perspective, you can start asking the
questions that will really indicate what you stand to gain from installing the solution. What
data services do you need to match the workloads you will have? What are the predicted
storage needs of your applications? Are there varying resource requirements in the
environment, such as between development and production?
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#3. Virtual SAN is often a complement to your existing storage arrays
Virtual SAN is most successfully deployed when approached from a solutions perspective.
Sure, sometimes Virtual SAN will offer everything you need to solve a specific business
problem. If you want a radically simple solution that provides varying levels of availability/
performance for virtual machines without your having to create separate, underlying
datastores, for example, Virtual SAN has you covered. Just as often, though, Virtual
SAN is effective as a complement to your existing storage solutions. Maybe you need to
keep your SSG loads on traditional storage because you need specific data services
(e.g. de-duplication, compression) that only they offer. But you likely also have many other
tasks you could move to a more economical, easy-to-manage Virtual SAN datastore. It all
depends on the challenges you are looking to address.
How to decide which way to go? Fully identify the storage issues you’re facing. Get clear on
the unique benefits that Virtual SAN offers. Figure the TCO and expected ROI for the Virtual
SAN installation you are considering. Then run your thinking by a Virtual SAN expert to
corroborate that you’re on the right track.

#4. Your choice of hardware impacts Virtual SAN performance
Like any other virtualization solution, a big part of Virtual SAN’s appeal lies in its flexibility
and its potential to enhance performance. But unlike other virtualization projects, your
hardware choices can seriously affect the improvements you see from installing virtualized
storage. Run Virtual SAN on high quality hardware and you’ll likely see the significant
performance-for-price savings that you’re looking for. But if you try to reap additional cost
savings by running Virtual SAN on low-end hardware, you’ll also be compromising your
virtualized software’s performance. When either analyzing or estimating ROI, then, be sure
to remember the role that hardware plays in the performance that you are either seeing or
hoping to see.
And don’t forget, too, that variables inherent to your network, like latency and bandwidth,
will also impact the performance you can expect from deploying a Virtual SAN solution.

#5. When assessing Virtual SAN, be sure to compare apples
with apples

Lastly, when figuring whether Virtual SAN is the right solution for you, make sure to
compare like with like. If you’re running Virtual SAN as a data store, for example, don’t
expect it to perform like a traditional storage array. Remember, Virtual SAN is radically
different both in design and architecture. It applies a whole new paradigm. Sure, it also
offers extraordinary performance—as good as an array using all solid-state disks. But in
your assessment, look for how it changes the game when it comes to workload flexibility.
You’re freed, for example, from traditional performance-per-volume boundaries. Each
virtual machine can have a different storage policy configured. You can define the exact
number of disk stripes you want and the number of failures to tolerate based on your
business requirements for that virtual machine. And then your policies can be changed
on the fly, allowing for a correction or changes to be made with very little overhead for
the administrator.
One more thing: as a first step towards virtualized storage, check out VMware’s Virtual
SAN Hands-on Lab (HOL # 1408). It offers a straight-forward guide to Virtual SAN
installation and configuration—ad a good sense of the simplicity that’s a hallmark of the
solution. After that, running a 60-day Virtual SAN evaluation can offer a valuable preview
of the performance improvements you can expect to see with Virtual SAN over your
existing solution.
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Take the next step
VMware Services delivers virtualized storage deployment expertise, operations
transformation insight plus education and certification. Learn more at:
vmware.com/services
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